
With your support, CRAG-VT has been making 
great progress on protecting Upper West Bolton 
Cliff! Last fall, CRAG-VT received approval 
from landowners and the Bolton select board to 
subdivide and purchase one of Vermont’s most 
popular and historic climbing areas. Upper 
West features sport climbs, traditional climbs, 
ice climbs, and an exceptional boulder field. 
With fantastic views, four-season hiking, and a 
treasure trove of botanical specimens, it is truly 
an area for everyone.

As of press time CRAG-VT has raised over 
$18,000 since last November and is making 
great progress toward our goal. Over the 
winter CRAG-VT volunteers worked very, very 
hard to get the word out at many local events. 
Our presence at the Banff and Telluride film 
festivals, the Smugglers’ Notch Ice Bash, and 
Petra Cliffs has helped spur the most successful 
membership drive in CRAG-VT history! Many 
thanks to our volunteers and members for your 
outstanding support!

CRAG-VT has recently received great 
news from The Conservation Alliance (CA)  
that our grant application will be funded. 
CRAG-VT is very fortunate to have secured 
such a highly-competitive grant and the 
$24,000 in funds we’ll receive puts us very close 

to our fundraising goal. CRAG-VT owes a huge 
debt of gratitude to Outdoor Gear Exchange for 
sponsoring our application with CA and also to 
the lobbying efforts of Mike Donahue and Bern 
Brody. CRAG-VT expects to receive the CA 
grant sometime in April. 

This spring, CRAG-VT will be holding a 
number of fundraising events to complete the 
Upper West project. Mark you calendars for the 
Everest Challenge climbathon on April 18th 
at Petra Cliffs! The Challenge gets climbers to 
raise pledges to climb 250, 500, 750, or 1000 feet 
in the rock gym. Collectively, we plan on scaling 
over 29,035 feet —the height of Mount Everest. 
Our 2005 Everest Challenge brought in over 
a hundred climbers and raised over $8,000 to 
help purchase the Bolton Quarry. This year’s 
challenge could be even better with your help! 
There will be sweet prizes, food, and music. 
Don’t miss it! Every $10 you raise gets you a 
ticket in our chock-full-o-sweet-schwag raffle. 

On April 20th, come join us at American 
Flatbread in Burlington for the CRAG-VT  
4/20 Pizza Bake. Money from every pizza sold 
that night goes to CRAG-VT—come out and join 
the fun! 

 — Travis Peckham  
President, CRAG-VT

The 3rd annual Smugglers’ Notch Ice Bash 
turned out to be another great success! A 
range of events were held from January 30th 
through February 1st on the Jeffersonville side 
of Smugglers’ Notch, and a great time was had 

by all who attended. The Ice Bash, hosted by 
Sunrise Adventure Sports, brought together 
climbers from near and far, with one group 
traveling to the area from Alabama! 

After a festive pre-Ice Bash gathering at 
The Brewski pub on Friday night, the event 
continued on Saturday morning as vendors 
displayed this season’s new gear inside the 
heated tent set up in the parking lot of Triple 
Diamond Ski & Sport. Participants signed out 
demo gear and headed up to the Notch to check 
out the clinics, climb with a Sunrise guide, or just 
climb on their own. On their way up, climbers 
were greeted by representatives from NEIce.com  
(with hot soup!), Climb High, Outdoor Gear 
Exchange, and Kingdom Outdoors, whose tents 
were set up at the Smuggs parking lot.

Later that evening, climbers gathered 
at Stella Notte restaurant for a slideshow by 
accomplished local climber Bill Pelkey and 
a raffle that benefited CRAG-VT’s efforts to 
acquire the Upper West Bolton crag. Bill’s 
slideshow documented his summiting of 
Nepal’s Ama Dablam this past fall along with 
local climbers Rob Niles, Al Chisholm, and Alex 
Sargent. The raffle was creatively worked into 
the slideshow via embedded sponsor logos, and 

a variety of audience members were involved 
in pulling winning raffle tickets. Best of all, 
Bill’s humor made the slideshow especially 
entertaining. Raffle prizes included a Sterling 
climbing rope, Mammut backpack, Petzl 
headlamp, Outdoor Research belay jacket, 
wool base layers from Kayland/Outdoor Gear 
Exchange, an EMS certificate for kayak lessons, 
a Rock Art Brewery hat & pint glass, dozens of  
Darn Tough socks, and CRAG-VT’s new tech-t 
and cotton t-shirts. 

In addition to the vendors listed above, 
thanks also goes to La Sportiva and Black 
Diamond, who provided demo gear, Julbo, and 
Northern Lights Rock & Ice. We look forward to 
seeing you at next year’s Smuggs Ice Bash!

—Ross Perry

Protect 
Upper  
West!
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Nancy Koenig Peckham crushing the crux of It’s Not a Cruise 
(5.9) at Upper West.
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Climbers from near and far enjoy the ice in Smugglers’ Notch 
during the Bash.
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Enjoying some cold brews and chilling slides at Stella Notte.
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THE CRAG RAG is the official membership 
newsletter of Climbing Resource Access 
Group of Vermont (CRAG-VT).  
It is published twice each year.
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CRAG-VT is run entirely by volunteers. 
If you are interested in volunteering or 
Board membership, please contact us!

CRAG-VT BoARd 
Travis Peckham – President 
Ross Perry – Vice President,  
Stewardship Committee Chair 
Seth Maciejowski – Secretary  
Brendan McGuire – Treasurer 
Chris Bernier – Membership  
Committee Chair 
Paul Hansen – Webmaster, 
Education & Outreach Committee Chair 
Kevin Karn 
Dr. Richard Katzman – LWB Land Steward 
Alden Pellett – Access Committee Chair, 
Bolton Quarry Land Steward 
Kel Rossiter 
Adam Sherman

ConTACT InfoRmATIon 
PO Box 614 
Richmond, VT 05477 
802-899-3455 
info@cragvt.org 
www.cragvt.org

mEETInGs 
CRAG-VT typically meets on the first 
Tuesday of each month at 6:30pm at 
the Camels Hump Middle School in 
Richmond, VT. The public is welcome to 
meetings. Please call or email to confirm 
the time and date. 

Newsletter design by Kevin Karn 
www.kevinkarn.com
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View of Camel’s Hump from atop Upper West Bolton cliff. 

Getting Horizontal at Upper West
As you may have seen on our website (and in 
other articles in this newsletter), CRAG-VT 
is working hard to preserve the Upper West 
Bolton landscape for climbers. But what if 
you’re not a climber—what does Upper West 
Bolton offer for you? The quick answer is 
“plenty!” Now for the details…

The attractions at Upper West 
Bolton (UWB) vary with the seasons it 
so spectacularly displays throughout 
its cliffs and forests. In springtime, this 
natural canvas comes alive with color and 
creatures of all varieties, making right now 
a perfect time to get to know the area. After 
our long, cold winters, Vermonters love to 
welcome springtime with open arms…and 
a picnic basket. UWB offers some stunning 
destinations for those with sweet picnic 
sunsets in mind. Get out of work, grab the 
basket and the family, hike south on the 
Long Trail from Bolton Notch Road, then 
fork right as you near the cliffs, and you’ll 
be atop the crags in plenty of time to enjoy a 
jaw-dropping sunset over Lake Champlain 
and the Adirondacks. Libby’s Lookout, just 
north of UWB offers a similarly stunning 
sunset from a different perspective—drive 
just north of UWB on Bolton Notch Road until 
you reach the height of land and another large 
outcropping of rock on your left, look for the 
small parking area on that side. Park there and 
head up for some amazing sunset views. You’ll 
notice you’re reaching the top of both of these 
areas when you see the red pines emerging, as 
the upper Bolton area contains a rare natural 
community of these arboreal ancestors. 

While some UWB visitors are into vast 
sweeping sunsets, others are into things 
nearer at hand. Whether it is birds, beavers, or 
broadleafs, UWB offers an amazing array of 
opportunities for such folks. The entire UWB 
area serves as a forest corridor between Mount 
Mansfield and Camel’s Hump, so the area is 
teeming with forest travelers. Starting low 
and slightly to the left (south) of UWB, Duck 
Brook and the accompanying Preston Pond are 

a stomping ground for great blue heron. Cast 
your gaze much higher, and you may spy one 
of the peregrine falcons that travel this area. 
And in the mid level between you might hear a 
downy or hairy woodpecker knocking on forest 
doors for a meal.

While birders prefer dawn and dusk, 
coming at night is a great way to get to know 
many of the animals that use the UWB forest 
corridor. Preston Pond is the permanent 
residence for a beaver family that is generally 
pretty easy to track down. Move stealthily 
enough and more wary visitors like lynx, 
bobcat, and the mighty moose may be 
encountered as they move between the wide 
open spaces to the north and south of UWB. 

Winter has just passed, so tuck this last 
idea away for later: As the cliffs of UWB have 
sloughed off over the ages, the base has been 
littered with massive boulders. In between 
all those boulders there are myriad spaces to 
explore, some barely big enough to squeeze 
through, others the size of a small chapel. 
Winter is a fine time to sleuth these sacred 
spaces out—in the summertime vegetation 
means bushwhacking becomes the crux, 
but in the winter it’s easy to move about 
these ethereal, icy, and mysterious spaces. 
Hidden beneath the wind, water freezes into 
amazingly crystalline window-worlds for 
exploration. Be sure to bring along crampons 
and an ax so that you can get out of anything 
you get yourself into.

Whatever the season, and whether your 
interests include wildlife tracking, birding, 
spelunking, foraging, or taking in a gorgeous 
picnic sunset with your family, UWB offers 
something valuable for you. CRAG-VT is 
working hard to preserve this precious 
space for all people, whether you enjoy your 
adventures up a cliff, on a trail, or through 
binoculars in the bog. So, whether you’re a 
climber or not, as the season turns toward 
spring, pack up a picnic basket and come 
explore all that UWB has to offer!

—Kel Rossiter

CRAG-VT onLInE 
Find out more: www.cragvt.org 
Join the discussion: forums.cragvt.org
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An Early Start 
The ice season started out early as Seth 
Macejowski and Alden Pellett earned 
bragging rights on NEIce.com with their 
October 20th ascent of the Black Dike. Temps 
momentarily dipped into the 20s overnight 
offering up a thin skim of ice. Rock shoes and 
a chalk bag were probably more appropriate 
gear for the day, but the climb was done and 
the ’08-’09 season was off to a dubiously 
early start. November and December came 
with the typical freeze and thaw cycles and 
then cold temps set in for much of January, 
locking up water flow and keeping many 
classic climbs from coming into nice shape. 
As late as early March, Called On Account of 
Rains had yet to touch down and Ragnarock 
in Smugglers’ Notch remained a scrappy 
mixed affair most of the winter. 

Smuggs’ Confusionism 
Despite thin conditions, Wyoming climber 
Stephen Koch blew into Jeffersonville for a 
few days, teaming up with Bert Severin to 
put up a new route left of Grand Confusion in 
Smugglers’ Notch. Confusionism (M6) climbs 
3+ ice to a well-protected roof and slanting 
crack to the trees. But despite much wishing, 
wanting, and waiting, the ice in the Notch 
never formed up well enough for locals to try 
many new climbs. 
 
 

Fat Neighbors 
While Vermont ice remained skinny, 
neighboring states got plump and many 
locals took advantage of New Hampshire’s 
classics in fun ’n’ friendly conditions. The 
Black Dike, Fafnir, Repentance, Drool of 
the Beast, and Way in the Wilderness all 
saw repeats by Vermonters this winter. Fat 
conditions also prevailed in the Adirondacks 
with Positive Thinking bigger and easier than 
anyone has seen it in a long time. A number 
of parties repeated the intimidating hanging 
ice of Artificial Gravity left of Power Play 
and Adirondack guide Matt Horner climbed 
Upper Partition on the Washbowl yielding 
a sustained line on frighteningly thin ice. 
Alden Pellett teamed up with ’Dacks local 
Ian Osteyee to make the FA of Grandma’s 
Still WI5+ R/X on Poke-O-Moonshine; a 
decidedly thin smear of unprotectable ice 
glued to a blunt arête left of Storm Warnings.

Big Kahuna Huff 
Maine climbers Ian Austin and Josh Hurst 
made a number of trips to Lake Willoughby 
this winter to establish the 5-pitch Luna 
Kahuna (180m, M8 5.11 NEI5+). While 
many agree that the route looks fun and 
challenging, the team’s comments on 
Climbing Magazine’s website were considered 
condescending by many local climbers and a 
lively and spirited thread promptly erupted 
on NEIce.com. Some climbers were also 

concerned about whether this route pushed 
too far onto rock and whether there would 
be a risk to the cliff’s ecology. The state of 
Vermont explicitly cites Willoughby as an 
environmentally sensitive area with many 
rare plants; please be aware of this when 
climbing any route at The Lake. 

New Lines at Snake 
The golden age of mixed climbing  
continued at Snake Mountain with this 
winter’s ascents solidifying the crag’s 
reputation as one of New England’s best 
mixed climbing destinations. Ivan Tighe 
and Ande Kahora added a new line, Sex 
Nuts, Retard Strong, a.k.a S.N.R.S (M8) 
which, despite its popularity, remains 
un-redpointed. Poor ice conditions on the 
top-out delayed the route’s completion, but 
climbing to the high-point has become one 
of Snake’s most popular outings. The ice on 
S.N.R.S forms early and we should expect 
to see a proper first ascent at the start of 
the next ice season. Aaron Fourier and Josh 
Worley established a huge roof climb they 
dubbed Alien Nation. Worley quickly linked 
and sent past the roof, clipping the last draw 
at a stance. With the route’s real difficulties 
behind him, Worley was shut down on the 
top-out by the results of a 3-day thaw: a river 
of mud and water. Will Mayo visited the 
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The Choss Pile Vermont Climbing News

Seth Macejowski on the Black Dike (WI5) in lean conditions.
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Matt McCormick in outer space on Alien Nation (M10-).
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following week and, with Worley’s blessing 
and decent ice on the final section, sent Alien 
Nation (M10-) to the top. Matt McCormick 
jumped on the route after Mayo’s ascent 
but, after sending the roof, he realized that 
he’d forgotten ice screws for the top! “It’s an 
incredible line,” said McCormick, “a pretty 
much horizontal roof to some big hard moves 
at the lip!” 

Tunnel Vision 
Matt McCormick also polished off Tunnel 
Vision (M9+), a project he and Aaron 
Fournier established last winter. “It’s 
another awesome addition to Snake,” 
said McCormick, “with a really steep and 
technical start and then a scary 1/4" ice slab 
to a hanging corner out a horizontal roof. 
The name comes from having to tunnel 
through the ice curtain at the top.” Will Mayo 
picked up the second ascent of the line with 
an impressive flash. Mayo also promptly 
crushed the second ascent of Worley’s Solid 
Gold (M10) and, according to one local, 
“pretty much sent everything at Snake this 
winter.” 

The Competitors 
Vermont’s finest also made a number of 
very strong showings on the national and 
international mixed climbing competition 
scene this winter. Will Mayo pulled off an 
outstanding 2nd place finish at the world 
renowned Ouray ice Festival in Ouray, 
Colorado. According to NEIce, Mayo  
stunned the crowd by donating his $1,000 
prize money to the park’s expansion project. 
After getting strong at Snake and sending 
several M10s in Quebec, Josh Worley visited 
NH and won the Face Off with the Pros 
mixed climbing competition at the IMCS 
16th Annual Mount Washington Valley Ice 
Festival. Worley sent the finals route for his 
first-place finish among some very strong and 
very talented local and national competitors. 
Cheers Josh and Will!

  Compiled by Travis Peckham and Seth 
Macejowski with special thanks to JW, WM, 
AP, MM, BS, Climbing, NEIce.com and others.

The Choss Pile

Will Mayo with Tunnel Vision (M9+)

With spring now upon 
us, we’re all psyched 
to get back on some 
sunny rock.

But when you head out, remember that much 
of Vermont’s climbing is on private land and 
access can be a delicate matter. And even 
while on public land, the following guidelines 
will help ensure good relationships among 
climbers, landowners, and land managers:

1   If you don’t know, aSK.  
Where to park? Where to hike in from? Is 
the cliff closed due to peregrine nesting? 
If you don’t know, ask the landowner.

2   Turn down the volume.  
Sound travels easily in wilderness 
settings. Keep noise to a minimum on 
the approach and while climbing. Leave 
boom boxes and barking dogs at home. 

3   Leave no trace.  
“Take only photos, leave only foot 
prints...” Stay on existing trails. Pack out 
garbage whether it’s yours or someone 
else’s. Don’t place or leave fixed anchors 
without consent from the landowner.

4   use common sense & courtesy.  
Be smart and polite to landowners, 
neighbors and other land users. Climbing 
on private land is a privilege, not a right.

CLImBInG 
Common 
sEnsE
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Kevin Ryan at the crux of All Cats are Black (5.13a)  
Diablo Wall, Mallorca, Spain.

Deep Water Soloing  
in Mallorca  

SlideShow event
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Thanks to Kevin Karn for donating the design of  
CRAG-VT marketing materials, including our new 
T-shirts, membership cards, and this newsletter. 
See more work at www.kevinkarn.com

On March 27, Dave Vuono presented his 
fantastic film Deep Water Soloing in Mallorca, 
Spain to a packed house at Petra Cliffs. The 
movie documented Vuono’s and Kevin Ryan’s 
quest to explore hard limestone solo climbing 
with only the safety net of the ocean below. 
The event was fun, exciting, and insightful; 
showcasing the talent of Vuono and Ryan 
not only as climbers, but as filmmakers. For 
the event, Vuono collected prizes and held a 
raffle with great prizes in support of CRAG-
VT. Many thanks to Dave and Kevin for their 
support – and to Petra Cliffs Climbing Center 
for hosting the event!

—Travis Peckham
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Have you ever climbed in Smugglers’ Notch?  
If so, you may have sampled some of the rock, ice, 
and mixed routes put up by Bert Severin over the 
years. If you look through books documenting 
multi-pitch ascents in the Smuggs area, you’re 
bound to see his name throughout. I recently sat 
down with Bert at a local tavern on a mellow 
Sunday night in Jeffersonville while enjoying fine 
local food and beverages.

I started climbing when I was a student 
at UVM in 1989. Even though I grew up in 
southern Vermont, I really didn’t begin 
climbing until college. “The Cut” in Winooski 
was a hot spot at the time as well as Lower 
West Bolton. A lot of my personal climbing has 
been in nearby places like the Adirondacks, 
Conway, and the Gunks, as well as throughout 
Vermont. I’ve done a couple of Southeast road 
trips including Seneca, the New and the Red, 
T-Wall, and North Carolina. I’ve probably 
spent a year of my life between JTree and 
Yosemite over the years, and I used to live in 
Bellingham, WA, with the North Cascades 
right in your backyard.

I’ve spent a lot of my time in the Army, 
which has given me the opportunity to climb 
and travel all over the world – numerous 
countries in South America, Europe, 
Central Asia, and Iraq (which didn’t involve 
climbing or travel – and I didn’t get a stamp 
in my passport!). Some of the best, untapped 
climbing I found was in the small Central 
Asian republic of Kyrgyzstan – the Switzerland 
of Central Asia. I am headed back this summer 
– I think it will be my 6th or 7th trip there.

Currently, I’m an EMT, an AMGA Rock 
Guide, and am Avalanche Level II qualified 
through AIARE. I’m also pursuing my Alpine 
Guide certification.

 I’ve been guiding for around 10 years, 
and currently work as owner and guide at 
Sunrise Adventure Sports in Jeffersonville, 
which opened for business in 2006. The 
guiding business has been steady since our 
start in 2006, which is great given the tough 
spot we’re in geographically. Typically, 
people in New York City head north to the 
Adirondacks, while those in Boston head north 
to the White Mountains, so we’re kind of stuck 
in the middle.

 When I think of the history of Vermont 
climbing, I think of the many untold stories 
and ascents there have been, and it will 
probably stay that way. Don’t be surprised if 
that line has been climbed before. 

 My body has held up pretty well over 
the years. I’ve definitely gotten smarter as  
I’ve gotten older and strive to maintain a 
healthy lifestyle.

My favorite climbs are Polar Circus 
in British Columbia, and a toss-up between 
Serenity Crack in Yosemite and Course and 
Buggy in JTree. My favorite local climbs are 
The Rose and The Thorn.

What inspires me are local guys like 
Bob Timmer and the younger generation, who 
always strive to achieve more than those in 
the past. It’s also good to see the multitude of 
local colleges that foster climbing with their 
students, all concentrated in one little state 
– UVM, St. Michael’s, Johnson State, Lyndon 
State, Norwich, Middlebury, and Sterling 
College.

I enjoy climbing rock and ice with my wife 
Ryane. We’ve climbed throughout the U.S. in 
the over the years. I also compete in adventure 
racing, as well as ultra trail marathons (Jay, 
VT 50). 

Bert Severin, 38, lives in Jeffersonville with his 
wife Ryane and dogs Pika and Huckleberry. 
Bert can be reached at 802-730-2978 or 
sunriseadventures@gmail.com. For guiding 
information in Vermont and in faraway places, 
visit www.sunriseadventuresports.com.  

—As told to Ross Perry

Bert Severin on his home turf in Smugglers’ Notch.

Local Faces:
Bert Severin
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UVm students 
support CRAG-VT
This fall, UVM seniors Dexter Locke and 
Maureen Whalley of Burlington teamed 
up with CRAG-VT to compile a variety of 
information on the organization and the 
properties they manage. The two designed the 
project as a part of their course work at UVM 
and spent countless hours in the field and in 
the office mapping, writing, and gathering 
information that had previously been scattered 
and difficult to collect. “What we really 
hoped to do was to build a usable database of 
information that could be used by everyone 
from a local climber to visitors to grant writers, 
in the form of a fun and easy to read document.” 

Already, information the pair gathered 
has been used to apply for grants towards 
the Upper West project. “Right off the bat, 
it seems as though the maps we made using 
GPS and GIS software are going to be very 
useful,” says Dexter. Additionally, the two are 
trying to maintain a log of wildlife and nature 
sightings at all of the CRAG areas. If you’ve 
seen something cool or have a great story to tell, 
please email  mwhalley@uvm.edu!

—Maureen Whalley

One of the maps created for the project, outlining areas in 
Bolton protected by CRAG-VT.

Thanks to Ecopixel for hosting CRAG-VT's 
Web site, climbing forums and email on their 
Eco-Positive Hosting™ platform, which is 
110% carbon offset. www.ecopixel.com

Thanks to Ecopixel for hosting CRAG-VT’s Web site, 
climbing forums and email on their Eco-Positive 
Hosting™ platform, which is 110% carbon offset.   
www.ecopixel.com
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Last summer, I was venturing all over the East 
Coast for work and needed a place to crash on 
my drive back to Vermont. I’ve heard a lot of 
talk about New River Gorge in West Virginia, 
so I figured that I would spend a night there 
along my return home. I was greeted by a 
bunch of folks that had been staying at a local 
campground, living on shoestring budgets, 
and loving every minute of being able to climb 
every day, all day. 

Spending the night with these climbing 
“bums” (I use that term very loosely and with 
great jealousy) really forced me to reflect on 
my climbing career and how much I really 
enjoy the sport. As I examined my climbing 
past, one thing continued to haunt me; I don’t 
lead climb nearly enough. 

I’m constantly climbing with people that 
climb much higher grades than I, which I am 
able to second with relative ease, but cannot 
lead on my own. I’m sure people would say 
that I am the perfect climbing partner. I never 
complain, always smile, supply cold beverages, 
and provide good humor with my grunts, 
moans, and curses (sorry Mom!) trying to 
make my way up climbs. 

With these thoughts lingering, I was 
driving to a work event in Lake Placid, NY. I 
saw a sign for Cloudsplitter Mountain Guides 
in Keene Valley, NY. The sign made me realize 
that I need to get on the sharp end and start 
leading climbs again. So, I called the head 
guide, Jesse, and set up a half day lesson to 
work on placing gear, building anchors, rope 
management and such.

I spent the beautiful fall afternoon 
working with Jesse and building my 
confidence. I am normally a person who learns 

by trying on my own but I thought that this 
would be worth a shot. I first learned to lead 
trad routes in while studying in Ireland where 
they gave me a rack of nuts and said, “Go for 
it.”  Jesse was super helpful and really helped 
me get my “lead head” back on straight. So, 
for anyone who needs a refresher, is always 
climbing with someone better, or just wants 
to pick up the sport of climbing, my advice to 
you is to cash in your piggy banks and take 
a lesson. You will certainly learn skills and 
confidence that will be useful in the future, 
whether on rock or not. 

To all my climbing partners, get ready 
for me to be back on the sharp end. Instead of 
climbing at your grade, we can share leads and 
clean gear after each other!  After all, isn’t that 
what climbing is all about?

—Chris Bernier

Old Dog, New Tricks 
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The Bolton Quarry road is closed until 
after mud season. Please park at the 
bottom of the road by the Telecom 
shack until further notice. Respect the 
neighbors by not driving up and turning 
around in their driveways. Instead, check 
the CRAG-VT online forums for news on 
the road’s status. We’ll open it up as soon 
as things dry out.
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4/20 BEnEfIT BAkE
at American Flatbread
Get your appetite ready and then come 
to American Flatbread in Burlington 
on Monday, April 20 – that’s the night 
of the CRAG-VT “Benefit Bake.” From 
5-10pm, American Flatbread is generously 
donating $4 from the sale of each large 
pizza ($2 from each small) to help us 
in our efforts to preserve Upper West 
Bolton for the entire outdoor community. 
Vermont’s outdoor folks have long loved 
the food at American Flatbread, so this is 
a great chance to enjoy some good eats 
while preserving our wild spaces.

The challenge: Reach Mt. Everest’s 
elevation—29,035 feet—in just one day. 

The goal: Keep Vermont’s most beloved 
climbing areas, like Upper West Bolton 
Cliff, open to climbing (and get some laps 
in before warmer weather). Shake down 
pledges from family and friends, then 
complete as many routes as possible in 
31/2 hours to help us rack up the vertical 
feet and reach the summit. The more you 
raise, the more chances you’ll have to win 
serious prizes including gear, tickets, gift 
certificates, and lots more. 

enTry: $20 minimum in pledges gets you  
hours of climbing, a tasty lunch, good 
karma, and the opportunity to walk away 
with hard-earned schwag.

29,035 feet

Saturday, april 18 
11am–4pm
petra CliffS

   GO TO www.CRAGVT.oRG  
TO LEARN MORE & SIGN UP

CRAG-VT Climb Local tees
available now at cragvt.org.

Chris Bernier leads the first pitch of the Black Dike.
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